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5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
University of Redlands Main Campus
University Club
Dinner Served at 5:30 p.m. Talk begins at 6:00 p.m.
RSVP HERE by November 9th,
as seating is limited.
The talk will focus on how previously mutually-exclusive, famous
legacy models, the Bass diffusion model i.e., an adopter forecasted
temporal pathway, and the Huff gravity model i.e., a shape/structure
spatial interaction end-state, can be commingled to beneficial effect
with a high spatial and temporal resolution, store-level trade area
(SLTA) ecosystem, possessing powerful ensemble modeling and
analysis capability.
By use of this “nonintuitive” ensemble modeling approach, practical
marketing insight can be gained for competitive advantage and applied
to the store level or the firm level by national home improvement
retailers. Visualization of the processes by a unique 3D space-time
“avatar” can further assist retailers.
Learn more about the Center for Spatial Business
Website www.redlands.edu/csb
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